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Deluxe Zip Off Mattress Protector
Mattresses are supplied as standard with a thin zip off material cover however this is not quilted and so is not intended to
create the necessary air gap that is required to reduce the risk of sweating.
Our ‘Deluxe Zip Off Quilted Cover’
• When ordered with a mattress we only charge a price difference between the standard and ‘Luxury Zip Off Washable Top’
• Fully encased (base & sides) included free when purchased with mattress.
• Cover easily un-zips completely around the top edge for washing.
• Noticeably increases comfort and ventilation. The thick quilted top creates a good air gap to reduce the risk of sweating.
• Positioned perfectly by the zip so you will not have the problem of covers creasing, bunching underneath you and untucking .
• If purchased separately you will also need to purchase the fabric casing with base and zip.
• Machine washable. Do not tumble dry. For this reason it is worth having a spare.
The ‘Deluxe Zip Off Quilted Cover’ is so practical and comfortable that most customers will buy at least one spare zip off

cover so you have one on the bed and one in the wash. If you have twin adjustable beds the one spare cover can be
rotated between the two mattresses. Spare covers can be purchased at any time in the future and will zip straight on.
Luxury soft Italian top fabric, thick quilted
filling with poly-cotton backing

Strong easy pull zip removes
just the top for easy washing
unlike ordinary covers with a 3
sided zip which means the top
and sides will not separate.
Matching quilted side fabric
with zip top edge

Reinforced edge binding for
strength and quality finishing.

Purchased with one of our mattresses or beds to
include the fabric casing.
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Additional zip off washable top covers
Width
Price Excluding VAT
Price Including VAT

Download our VAT exemption form here
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